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HAPPY STAR-IVERSARY!
1-year has flown by since Star Connection first appeared in your inbox. Huge, right? Remember 
that first TrakStar® tip you read? Or that time we invited you to a Co-op Marketing webinar because 
we just can't get enough of you? We won't talk about that time you pressed delete - we're sure it was 
an accident.

It's okay if you didn't remember our Star-iversary, you're still welcome to celebrate with us! At 1-
year, the common gift is usually paper...maybe thinking: hello, plane ticket to NeuroStar®
University!

Although we can't personally buy your plane ticket to NSU, you can use Co-op dollars to get 50%
back on NSU travel, and that's pretty sweet! We hope to see you there. 

😊

VISIT NEUROSTAR UNIVERSITY 

TRAKSTAR TIP OF THE MONTH:
Get there FASTER with TrakStar by sourcing new NeuroStar patients. The Potential Patients
dashboard is the #1 tool to view, sort, and find ideal patient candidates sent to you via your
NeuroStar Physician Locator listing, or from your unique PHQ-10 questionnaire. 

LEARN MORE

CO-OP MARKETING:

Co-op Reimbursable Merchandise is now on the
webstore. Patients who have struggled to find help for their
depression often just need to know there's another option. 
Give your patients the opportunity to ask you about
NeuroStar TMS by adding a pop of purple to your outfit with our
new lapel pin or other select merchandise. Use your Co-op
dollars to get 50% back!

NEUROSTAR IN THE NEWS:
Neuronetics was awarded the Patient Impact Award by Life Sciences PA for the significant
contribution NeuroStar TMS adds to the quality of healthcare for patients. 
Thank you, NeuroStar Providers, for partnering with us to ensure NeuroStar TMS is available and
accessible to those who need it most. 

READ THE PRESS RELEASE

MYNEUROSTAR.COM RESOURCES:
Are you posting frequently on your social media channels? If not, an easy way to get started is by
using the organic social media we post monthly on myneurostar.com. You can even boost these
posts on Facebook using your available Co-op dollars!

START SHARING TODAY

Thank you for being a reader of
Star Connection!

Now that you've read it for a year,
we want to hear your thoughts.

TELL US WHAT YOU LIKE
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Depression Isolates. NeuroStar Connects.

The NeuroStar Advanced Therapy System is indicated for the treatment of depressive episodes and for

decreasing anxiety symptoms for those who may exhibit comorbid anxiety symptoms in adult patients

suffering from Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) and who failed to achieve satisfactory improvement

from previous antidepressant medication treatment in the current episode.

The NeuroStar Advanced Therapy system is intended to be used as an adjunct for the treatment of adult

patients suffering from Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD).

Visit neurostar.com for full safety and prescribing information.
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